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Summary

This chapter studies some central points in civil resistance and nonviolent themes, and their relationships. Every human being must develop a culture and action of the “ability to resist the inhuman” in his personal and social life, struggling or being in solidarity with those who are in struggle. Even if these two concepts are interdependent they are not the same. In order to resist well one must reflect about it. In the same way, civil resistance and nonviolence are very close concepts but have different forms and gradations that we try to describe here, according to the space and the time. The chapter analyzes some characteristics of civil resistance actions for offensive nonviolent strategies, especially those that increase the command and basic task of nonviolence: “disobey all inhuman orders that authority gives us”.

In the final part of the text we establish that a constructive and alternative –in many ways nonviolent- new social order is being developed very slowly in Chiapas autonomy zones, with a “duality of power”.

1. Introduction

Civil resistance and active nonviolence are two concepts which are central to the building of our species, which is even younger than we would like to accept. According to Konrad Lorenz, a German ethologist, we current humans could still consider ourselves as the missing link – that is, our species’ humanity is still a work in progress, a desire more than a reality. If one pays attention to the number of genocides- the highest degree of inhuman action- which have occurred in recent decades on all continents, and to the fact that a third of the world’s population does not know if it will be able to eat the next day, then perhaps this statement does not sound so far-fetched.

All beings who pride themselves as being human should have the fundamental value of the ability to resist the inhuman; he who is alive, resists. And he who resists either participates in the struggle or shows solidarity; although both of these concepts are
associated with each other and interdependent, they are not identical. It is not the same thing to participate in the struggle as it is to be supportive of it, as far as a direct relationship or one mediated by an opposing adversary. Another basic relationship between active nonviolence and civil resistance is found in different forms and gradations. Various social sectors are currently planting the need to intensify, update and practice civil resistance, from the different spaces in which organizations and individuals establish their terrain of social struggle. They do this faced with the sudden attacks of current capitalist expansion that must constantly create conditions of war, militarization and extreme violence in order to hold relevance. This resistance to inhumanity has historically allowed substantial steps to be taken toward humanity. It is thus important to carry out a reversible evaluation exercise of what has been done up to now, and the possible need for a greater conceptualization of the subject, as well as of creative and effective proposals of action. It is important to remember that reflection is the first weapon that an individual can count on.
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